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**Xavier is 40 and separated from Wendy. When she decides to move to NYC with their 2 children, he follows to be close to them. His life is getting more and more complicated.**

"*Chinese Puzzle* is a likable, meandering film, much like its main character, complete with moments of whimsical creativity ..."
Moira MacDonald, Seattle Times

"A deliciously sweet confection of cinematic froth that lives up to its predecessors' sense of romantic fun."
Cary Darling, Fort Worth Star-Telegram

"Settle back and savor Mr. Klapisch's valentine to New York and appreciate its rose-colored vision of the city as seen through European eyes."
Stephen Holden, New York Times

"Klapisch and his avatar Xavier have a genial affection for nearly everyone they meet, and that open-hearted embrace of plurality and difference, that inquisitive interest in other cultures, is one of the things that's made the trilogy endearing."
Leslie Felperin, Hollywood Reporter
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